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CHAPTER I

Purpose

This practicum was designed to serve elementary

students functioning at the first and second grade

levels. The focus of the practicum dealt with

providing instruction to enhance the students' ability

to utilize reasoning skills. The researcher was also

to gain theoretical and practical information provided

by a mentor through inservice training.

The setting for the practicum implementation was a

private, educational institution serving students from

preschool to graduate level. The oncampus program,

housed in the university's family center, was designed

to meet thl academic needs of learning disabled

students and underachievers ranging in ability levels

from kindergarten through eighth grade.

Demographically, children enrolled in the remedial

program are seen from two counties. The families have

mixed socioeconomic backgrounds; lower middle class,

middle class, and upper middle class constitute the

majority of clients seen. Racially, it is

predominantly White with a minority of Black and

1
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Hispanic children. The political and economic

forces behind the program, and the center in which

it is housed, stem from the university. The faculty

operates under the auspices of the university, but it

is a private, non-profit center. Financial support

is provided by government grants, tuition fees, and

personal donations offered by the private sector.

Scholarship monies are available for socio-

economically disadvantaged families.

During the course of the school year, September

through June, the program operates on four eight-

week sessions meeting with students two hours a

week 2fter school. The summer session that this

researcher was involved in ran for an eight-week

period of time. During weel- number one, the writer

reviewed psychological test data, administered

criterion-referenced tests to the children,

analyzed the results, and planned individualized

programs for four students. This was followed by

six, intensive weeks of instruction. The eighth

week was scheduled for formal parent conferences to

discuss the stldents' progress.

A
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Children enrolled in the summer program attended

local, private, or public schools. Students were

recommended to the program by psychologists,

exceptional student (Aucation (ESE) specialists,

classroom teachers, or the parents themselves. It is

the goal of the program to work on deficient skill

areas and enhance the children's self-concepts by

providing immediate positive feedback through charting

daily performances.

Population

The four students targeted for this study

functioned at above average level in literal

comprehension, but lacked the ability to think or

reason abstractly, as determined by the following

information which provides a profile of each child.

Student one, a second-grade female student,

attended a public elementary school. She had two older

siblings and resided ir. an intact family. According to

the results of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children - Revised (WISC-R), she was placed in the

average range with a full-scale intelligence quotient

(IQ) score of 106. The student was referred for

testing by the classroom teacher due to her poor

10
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classroom performance. She received a scaled score of

10 in Information, a 6 in Similarities (which assesses

logical relationships and abstract thinking), and an 8

in Comprehension (which assesses social judgement and

reasoning). The writer administered the Multilevel

Academic Skills Inventory (MASI) to the student and she

received the following comprehension scores at the

primary level: complex questions - 1 correct/1 error,

sequence questions - 2 correct/0 errors, factual

questions and inferential.questions - 1 correct/3

errors.

Student two, a second-grade female student,

attended a private accelerated school. She resided

with both parents and was the second of three children.

She was referred to the program because she had

difficulty attending to task and completing her

classwork. The regular classroom teacher perceived her

as a bright child. The student had not been evaluated

by a school psychologist. Pertinent California

Achievement Test (CAT) scores revealed weaknesses in

word analysis (19) and using information (23). Results

of the MASI comprehension component revealed the

following test scores at the primary level: complex

11
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questions - 2 correct/0 errors, sequential questions -

1 correct/1 error, factual questions - 2 correct/0

errors, and inferential questions - 2 correct/2 errors.

Student three, a second-grade male student who

attended a public elementary school, was experiencing

academic difficulties. He was a motivated learner and

according to his classroom teacher, he was a

meticulously detailed worker which presented difficulty

w:T.th task completion. The student was administered,a

WISC-R by the school psychologist to seek eligibility

for an exceptional student program. Results revealed a

full-scale IQ of 116 with no significant discrepancies.

He scored a 13 in Digit Span and Picture Completion and

a 12 in Picture Arrangement confirming his strength of

visual detail and attention to task. He scored an 8 on

Similarities (associating abstract ideas) and a 9 in

Comprehension (reasoning and providing logical

solutions). The student received the following MASI

comprehension scores at the primary level: complex

questions - 1 correct/1 error, sequential questions - 2

correct/0 errors, factual questions - 2 correct/0

errors, and inferential questions - 2 correct/2 errors.

12
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Student four attended a private school for

learning disabilities where he was functioning on a

first-grade level. His mother had been recently

remarried and he had one older brother. The student

was highly distractible and had poor word attack

skills. He required constant feedback to enable him to

perform at levels commensurate with his abilities.

Results of the Iowa test scores revealed deficits in

the areas of language (1.1) and reading (1.5). The

MASI comprehension subskills were read aloud to him by

the examiner due to his difficulty in decoding at the

primary level. He scored 0 correct/2 errors in complex

questions, 1 correct/1 error in sequential questions, 2

correct/0 errors in factual questions, and 0 correct/4

errors in inferential thinking.

Based on the preceding information, it was

determined by this writer that instructional strategies

to improve inferential thinking would be of benefit to

the targeted group. Baseline data scores of abstract

reasoning skills were also collected tu further

document the need for instruction in this area, as

indicated by Tables I-IV (Appendix A:74).

13



Mentor inservice training was provided to augment

the researcher's knowledge of cognitive theory.

Cognitive theory and its application was discussed for

the purpose of implementation. A pretest measured

prior knowledge of the subject matter (Appendix B:78).

Based upon documented need, the following

objectives were identified for instructional purposes:

1. The four students will read a group of words

and circle the correct analogy from a choice of three

at a rate of 12-15 words per minute as measured b;

Precision Teaching.

2. Three of the four students will read a group

of words, determine the relationship, and supply

(write) a word to complete the analogy at a rate of

10-14 words per minute as measured by Precision

Teaching.

3. Given five short paragraphs to read, all of

the students wili correctly identify five inferential

statements per minute by circling a response from a

choice of three as measured by Precision Teaching.

4. After listening to a short story, the four

students will respond verbally to iAferential questions

; 4
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at a rate of 5-7 responses within three minutes as

measured by Precision Teaching.

5. The writer will increase her knowledge of

cognitive theory and practical application by 50

percent as measured by a pre and posttest.

.
5i



CHAPTER II

Research and Solution Strategy

Based on the analysis of previous test scores and

the researcher's own baseline data collection, it was

determined that the targeted population of first and

second graders was deficient in reasoning skills. The

focus of this practicum was to provide instruction to

increase the students' abilities to utilize higher

level thinking skills. Instructional strategies were

designed to encourage the use of inferential thinking

and analogical reasoning.

The ultimate goal of the educator is to provide

teaching experiences resulting in optimum learning. To

accomplish t-:.s, teachers must undel ;tend the nature

and needs of young children. The process can be

enhanced by investigating the theoretical basis of

cognitive development. Once this is done, the educator

can apply the theory to classroom teaching and develop

the learner's potential by providing relevant,

meaningful instruction.

9
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Piaget's Learning Theory

Jean Piaget, a leading cognitive theorist, studied

how children develop cognitive abilities. He brought

many insights into the way children learn. Acccrding

to Piaget, as cited by Lerner, Czudhowski, and

Goldenberg (1987), children pass through stages of

development characterized by particular types of

thinkilg.

Piaget's theoretical assumptions, as cited by Webb

(1987), state that there are four factors of mental

development: the maturation of nervous and endocrine

systems; the experience of discovering on the part of

the learner; the social interactions offering

observation, instruction, and feedback; and the

internal selfregulation mechanisms that resl ild to

environmental stimulation by assimilation and

accommodation. Within this theoretical base, Fiavt

has identified a series of stages of cognitive

development. "The stages must occur in a particular

sequence, since each stage incorporates and

restructures the previous one and refines the

individual's ability to perceive and understand" (Webb,

1987:93). The stages- are as follows: the

t7
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sensori-motor stage (birth to about two years), the

preoperational stage (two to seven years), the concrete

operational stage (seven to eleven years), and the

formal operations stage (adolescence).

In keeping with Piaget's theoretical assumptions,

progress through the stages should not be accelerated.

Piaget, as quoted by Webb (1987:94) states, "better

comprehension at a given stage may be a more

appropriate goal than forced acceleration to the next

cognitive level." According to Webb, Piaget feels that

such piecemeal acceleration often results in distorted

or incomplete conceptional development that may hamper

future thinking. A child must be developmentally ready

to learn and internalize newly acquired information.

Direct experience involving the child's actions

facilitates cor,nitive development. When a child makes

an incoriect response and the ter.cher simply tells the

student the right answer, the student may ignore all

reasoning connected to that wrong answer. Instead, the

teacher can promote thinking and cognitive growth by

helping the child analyze the problem again by directly

involving the student in the experience (i.e., deciding

whe'..her an object will sink or float). Furth and

1
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Wachs, as cited by Wadsworth (1978), suggested the

following rationale when selecting activities that

experientially involve students: (a) let each child's

success be measured in terms of bettering his/her

performance; (b) avoid activities that are so

structured that there is only one correct way to

respond; (c) provide challenging, but not overwhelming

activitie3, (d) arrange for most of the students' time

to be focused on activities, not on the teacher; and

(e) provide activities to be completed with peers since

this interaction can provide encouragement and

assistance. The importance of social interactions can

be seen in peer interactions for several reasons.

Students attach special significance to activities that

are considered important by their peers. Peers can

serve as models for skills to be acquired. Since peers

are at about the same cognitive level as the learner,

their explanations may be more understandable than

those of the teacher (Webb, 1987).

Since the researcher's target population was seven

and eight year olds, the emphasis of research is within

the stage of concrete operations. As children move

into the concrete operational stage, they are able to
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use logic to analyze relationships and structure the

environment into categories that are meaningful (Webb,

1987). A child must have many interactions with

concrete materials within this period, since the

ability to think abstractly is built on understanding

these interactions. In all areas of learning, much

concrete experience must precede abstract

verbalizations.

Piaget's research established that the development

of concrete operational thinking was central to the

early development and future development of

intelligence. According to Freyberg, cited by Pasnak

(1978), reasoning ability, as measured by Piagetian

tasks of logical thinking, is basic to school

achievement in kindergarten and the primary grades.

Silliphant, cited by Pasnak (1978), points out that

children in a typical kindergarten are reasoning at

different levels, in Piagetian terms. Many of these

children have mastered the concepts of seriation and

classification, marking the transition from

preoperational to concrete operational thinking.

"SomP, however, are unable to order objects

consistently along a dimension, or to abstract

20
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differences and similarities along a multitude of

dimensions" (Pasnak, 1987:358).

Piaget has focused many of his studies around

several aspects of relations. His early research on

the child from about f.,ve to ten years investigated

reasoning about differences given a verbal problem to

solve. For example: A has fairer hair than B; A has

darker hair than C. Which is the darkest? Results

showed that these children were unable to deal with

these problems at a verbal level. "Apparently, the

child's classification is concrete; he unn.rstaLds the

inclusion relations of real objects, but fails to

comprehend the same relations when imaginary claf...es

are involved" (Ginsburg and Opper, 1978:123). Piaget

returned to the problem of relations in his later work.

Using a revised clinical method, he performed studies

on ordinal relations (greater than/less than and serial

ordering of sticks). Results indicated that the

concrete operational child can understand and

manipulate ordinal relations, but as in the case of

classification, there is a limitation.

He can deal with relations on a concrete
level only when real objects are involved.
As in the case of classification, the

21
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processes underlying the child's ability to
manipulate relations form integrated and
comprehensive structures. (Ginsburg and
Opper, 1978:138)

Even at the concrete operational level, children

can perceive relations and begin to think abstractly.

Piaget, as cited by Wadsworth (1978) describes two

aspects of thinking that are different but relaed:

the figurative aspect and the operative aspect, or

figurative and operational thinking. "The person

looking at a tree 'sees' it figuratively, but in his

mind it is also conceived as alive, having roots,

branches, leaves, as a potential piece of furniture,

etc." (Wadsworth, 1978:40). These operative

perceptions go beyond the limitations of figurative

knowledge. Intellectual growth is categorized by the

growth of operative knowledge. "Figurative knowledge

'feeds' the development of operative knowledge and is

its source" (Wadsworth, 1978:41). Children must be

able to think figuratively and operatively as they

develop higher level thinking skills. Comparing/

contrasting, inferring information, and determining

relationships are several of the skills that require

the ability to think in operational terms.

22
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The concrete operational child acquires logical

thought processes to apply to concrete problems.

He/she developed the ability to think through
relationshipsIto perceive consequences of
acts,and to group entities in a logical
fashion. Children are now better able to
systemize and organize their thoughts . . .

and deal with aspects of logic, classes, and
relations (Lavatelli, 1977:221).

Silliphant, as cited by Pasnak (1987), documented

evidence that many studies have shown that (-3.1crete

operational thinking is related to reading skills

in grades one to three, and that the relationship

is especially strong for seriation and classification.

With this information in mind, a curriculum modification

was designed to increase the general reasoning ability

of kindergarten children who were lagging in cognitive

development. An instructional program was designed for

experimental children given "learning set instruction"

on unidimensional classification and seriation. The

learning set instruction consisted of teaching students

to manipulate objects acccrdir6 to four primary

dimensions: texture, site, form, orientation. They

were also taught to discover the class of an object and

relate it to another of similar function. A teacher
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led discussion of classification end seriation prompted

the students to rationalize their decisions of

placement of objects. The children in the control

group were taughc these concepts through the regular

math and reading curriculum (lecture instruction).

Results revealed that the experimental students made

twice the gains of the control children on reading and

math achievement according to the Metropolitan

Achievement Test. The intervention demonstrated that

the understanding of these concepts is crucial to the

transition from preoperational to concrete operational

thought. "The study suggests tnat learning sets

focused on cognitive operations, especially relevant

stages of thinking, may have en impact on kindergarten

students' reasoning abilities" (Pasnak, 1987:362).

Bloom's Learning Theory

The learning process, according to Benjamin Bloom,

occurs in a hierarchical manner beginning with simple

thinking processes and proceeding step-by-step through

more complex processes. Hamblen, as quoted by Zachman

Imk_ia&J,11122.1ge BloomL 1988:9), states:

A taxonomy was formulated on principles that
learning proceeds from concrete knowledge to

2 4
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abstract values, from dependent to
independent thinking, from taking-for-granted
facts to increased consciousness, and from
the denotative to the connotative.

Bloom's taxonomy contains six major classes:

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,

synthesis, and evaluation.

Based on verbal interactions wtth the targeted

population of seven and eight-year-old learners, this

researcher determined that they had obtained mastery of

the knowledge level of the taxonomy. Therefore,

reasoning skills werP focused on at the levels of both

cormrehension and application of the taxonomy. The

comprehension level refers to the ability to grasp the

meaning of material by translating material,

interpreting material (explaining or svmmarizing), or

by estimating (predicting). This learning is one step

beyond the simple remembering of material and is the

lowest level of understanding (Dembo, 1982). The

application level refers to the ability to use newly

acquired information tn other situations. This

includes the application of rules, principles, and

theories.

25
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"Probably the largest general class of

intellectual abilities and skills emphasized in schools

are those which involve comprehension" (Bloom,

1968:89). Here, according to Krathwohl, as cited by

Costa (1985), comprehension represents en understanding

of a literal message of a communication. Three types

of comprehension are conuidered: translation (putting

meaning into another form), interpretation (making

inferences and generalizations based on relationships),

and extrapolation (making estimates and predictions).

Key question words to elicit comprehension level

responses include: describe, explain, use your own

words, compare and contrast iteltimitngusat_Blooml.

1988).

"The fact that most of what we learn is intended

for application to problem situations in real life is

indicative of the importance of application objectives

in the general curriculum" (Bloom, 1968:122). Part of

the effectiveness of a school program is dependent upon

how well the students apply what was obtained in the

learning process. The application of information

requires "comprehension." Key question words to elicit

:2 6
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application level responses include: solve, what else,

instead of, choose, apply and sort (Making Language

Bloom 1988).

We need more than ever to help students
develop problem solving methods which will
yield more complete and adequate solutions to
a wide range of problem sitoations. It is
hoped that the taxonomy . . . will facilitate
the exploration of new methods of teaching
fo,.: highlevel problem solving and assist in
evaluating these methods (Bloom, 1968:43).

Even though the taxonomy was first designed to

work with the gifted population, special educators

working with learning disabled students are beginning

to apply Bloom's research in their special education

classes. By using the six progressive thinking levels

of the taxonomy to teach, question, End evaluate,

educators hpve discovered that children with special

needs can think critically. Zachman, as quoted in

____j_g_I_dLryMakiz:;age Bloom (1988:3), states "Educators have

uncove:ed these students' and young students' abilities

to pred1,..t, decide, select, infer, and analyze all that

they le n in school an's . experience in life." Critical

thinking or reasoning are no longer terms thought of in

only gifted classrooms; these skills can and must be

used in regular and special education classrooms, too.

jf:7
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Thinking Skills

The goal -f having students become more effective

thinkers is fundamental to education. Wh'i.le many

teachers value thinking and use methods that encourage

its development, a number of studies indicate that

these teachers are not the norm. John Goodlad

conducted an extensive study involving more than 1,000

classrooms throughout the country. Results showed an

average of 75 percent of class time was spent on

instruction and approximatel-f 70 percent of this time

involved verbal interactions with teachers

n out-talking" students by a ratio of three to one.

Less than one percent of tea:.-her talk encourages

students to be involved with more than just recall of

information (McTighe and 'zhollenberger, 1978). Other

studies have reached similar conclusions. "Most

teach,ers do not regularly employ methods that encourage

and develop thinking in their students" (Costa,

1985:7)

Arthur Costa believes that teachers should create

classroom conditions that are conducive to children's

thinking. This can be accomplished by teaching for,

of, and about thinking. Costa recommends that teachers
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pose problems, raise questions to students, value

thinking and make time for it in the school day, and

respond to students' ideas in a way that creates trust

and allows risktaking (Costa and Marzano, 1'87).

Others gree that the teaching of thinking requires

tco,Thers to instruct students in the process of

thinking. This does not mean that a specialized

curriculum is required, rather that thinking skills

should be taught through subject areas in the regular

curriculum. For example; reading requires analysis,

comparisons, making analogies, inferring, and

evaluating (Costa, 1985).

Costa and Marzano (1987) have identified several
. ..: _ .... No

starting points for developing students' thinking
...

skills. Teachers should use specific cognitive

terminology to show students how to perform particular

skills. For example, instead of saying "Let's look at

these two pictures," say, "Let's compare these two

pictures." Then the teacher must demonstrate how to

find similarities and differences in them. "As

children hear these terms daily and develop the

cognitive processes that these labels signify, they

will internalize the words and use them as part of

%, 9
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their own vocabularies" (Costa and Marzano, 1987:30).

Another suggestion concerns giving directions.

Teachers often provide so much information that

students are not required to infer meaning. Instead,

teachers should ask questions that require stude.ts

to analyze the task and identify what is needed to

complete the task. According to Laborde, as cited

by Costa and Marzano (1987), to encourage careful

thinking, teachers should probe students' specificity:

be specific about actions, make precise comparisons,

and use accurate descriptors. Training students to

use metacognitive thought processes is a further

recommendation made by the authors. "When teachers

ask children to describe the thought processes they are

using, and the plans they are formulating,

students learn to think about their own thinking--to

metacogitate" (Costa and Marzano, 1987:32). Whimbey,

as cited by Costa (1985), refers to this as "talk

about problem solving." As teachers ask students to

describe what's going on inside their heads, the

students become aware of their thinking processes.

Teache,rs can share their own thinking by verbally

rehearsing the ways to solve problems aloud. The

30
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teachers can model their metacognitive processes to

students.

Costa also recommends ways in which to develop

thinking skills along Bloom's Taxonomy. He suggests

modeling, comparing, discussing, and interacting at the

comprehension level. Extending use across subject

areas, demonstrating, and analyzinz is encouraged at

the application level.

Inferential Thinking

This writer focused her research on the cognitive

development of young learners based on the work of

Piaget (at the concrete operational stage), Bloom (at

comprehension amd application levels), and Costa

(levels of thinking). Utilizing this framework, or

theoretical base, the young learners' capabilities were

investigated within the above-mentioned levels.

Research has shown that the students were cognitively

ready to receive instruction in the skill areas of

inferential thinking and analogical reasoning.

According to Pearson and Hanson, as cited by

Holmes (1985), readers have more difficulty answering

inferential questions than literal questions. One

explanation is that students are not given enough

3,1
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practice in using inferential skills. Guszak, as cited

by Holmes (1985), found that teachers tend to ask more

literal than inferential questions. This was found to

be true of basal readers, also. Sadker, as cited by

Holmes (1985), found that studies of classrooms suggest

that lower achieving students or poorer readers are

asked fewer inferential questions than better readers.

A second explanation is that poor readers do not use

their prior knowledge to answer inferential questions.

Torgeson, as cited by Hola.les (1985), suggests that

logical reasoning may truly be lost when students do

not have successful strategies for solving problems.

Holmes (1985) conducted a study to determine

whether teaching disabled readers a structured

inferencing strategy using materials sequenced from

easy to more difficult would improve their ability to

answer inferential questions. The subjects were third

and fourth-grade students who were randomly placed in

an experimental group (strategy training plus

materials) and a control group. Results indicated that

the strategy group scored significantly higher on

experipenter-designed inference questions (Holmes,

1985).

3 2
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Strategy training consisted of a number of

techniques. The task of answering inferential

questions was simplified when information required to

answer the question was given in one or several

sentences rather than lengthy paragraphs. Another way

the task was simplified was by the type of response

required. Yes/no or multiple choice questions require

recognition, while short answer questions require

producing a response. Begelski, as cited by Holmes

(1985), considers recognition to be an easier task than

production. Sequencing the difficulty level of

inferential activities was also an effective strategy.

First, the students were given a pre-question, followed

by one sentence, and a multiple-choice response.

Second, the students were given a pre-question, several

sentences, and a multiple-choice response. Third,

students were given a pre-question, a paragraph, and a

multiple-choice response, followed by a pre-question, a

paragraph, and no response. Last, the students were

given a post-question, a paragraph, and no response.

Students progressed well through each level. Two

additional strategies included teaching the children to

use key words from the passages and self-questioning.
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For example, if trying to determine the identity of an

animal after selecting key words to describe the

animal, the students would name various animals and

self-question to see if the characteristics matched the

animal.

According to Graesser, as cited by Thompson and

Myers (1985), states that the role of inferences in

comprehension has been stadied at length wit.:1 adults

and children, but little research has been done with

children under five years of age. Thompson and Myers

(1985) conducted a study of four and seven-year-olds to

compare the effects of several variables of inferential

processes in young children. The three variables were
.7.,.. 4.4,

inferential types, causal connectiont, and asking

inferential questions. Inference types included

constrained inferences (which is determined by and

relevant to the information in a story, but the child

must have background knowledge about the object or

events), and unconstrained elabore%A.ve inferences

(which is adding extra story knowledge to irrelevant

information) (Thompson and Myers, 1985). It was found

that seven-year-olds were most responsive to logical

questions and least responsive to unconstrained

3 4
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questions, while four-year-olds responded most

freqntly to unconstrained questions and least to

constrained questions. Data suggested that by the age

of seven, children restrict their range of inferences

to those of a story. Only when questioned for

elaboration might they take the time to look for clues

to respond. The seven-year-olds responded more to

logical inferences because their memories were better.

The four-year-olds responded least to constrained

inferences as Wimmer, cited by Thompson and Myers

(1985), suggests that they may not have sufficient

world knowledge in order to connect story events.

Causal connections within stories that affect

inferences referred -o physical causes (when a

mechanical cause is responsible for an event), or

psychological causes (when a character's thoughts cr

feelings relate to events). Results indicated that

four-year-olds performed better when physical causes

connected events. Seven-year-olds responded equally as

well to either type. The study revealed that four and

seven-year-olds do differ in their logical constrained

and unconstrained inference production, and their

:*15
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ability to use causal connections between story events

(Thompson and Myers, 1985).

Torrance (1978) recommends that teachers ask

interpretive questions to begin the process of

inferential thinking on tho part of the learner.

After reading short passages, the teacher may ask

students to interpret individual words or sentences.

"The interpretation question is a useful technique in

helping children comprehend written materials. It can

be used to help young people see relationships and

implications in any kind of idea" (Torrance, 1978:174).

Effective questioning strategies are vital to the

quality and accuracy of student responses. "Questioning

is often called the 'hub' of the teaching procPss"

(Bowen, 1986:2). Meaningful and creative questions are

often much more important and revealing than the

answers given. A good questioning technique is one of

the most important tools of the teacher (Bowen, 1986).

In order for teachers to ask effective questions,

they must be aware of the difficulty level of the

questions. There are foul levels of questioning.

Students must recall or locate facts and details at the

concrete level. Students begin to develop thinking
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skills and go beyond the comprehension of facts at the

abstract level. Students must be able to judge

information against a criteria at the critical level.

The creative level consisted of open-ended

thought-provoking questions (Bowen, 1986).

The abstract level of questioning relates to the

interpretation level of thinking skills. These skills

include drawing inferences, predicting outcomes, seeing

cause aad effect, and seeing relationships and

analogies. An effective means for developing reasoning

skills that demands the ability to determine

relationships is the study of analogies.

Analogical Reasoning

Analogies are comparisons expressing logical

relationships between words or concepts. "Understanding

analogies requires the ability to discern relationships

between words, and the knowledge that the first word

pair in an analogy must have the same relationship as

the second" (Goldberg and Rothstein, p. 167). The

formula, A is to B as C is to D, presents words with no

context. Interpreting analogies is a higher level

thinking skill involving abstract reasoning. There are

a variety of analogy constructions. They include:
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synonyms, antonyms, concepts in the same class, members

of a class, causal relations, size relations,

time/sequence relations, part to whole, and concepts

that perform functions for other concepts (Talpins,

1989). At the comprehension 1.2vel, the focus is on

identilying relationships between words. At the

applications level, the focus is on incomplete

analogies where choices are not provided.

Geck and Holyoak, as quoted by Neppold, Erskine,

and Freed (1988:440), state that "analogical reasoning

occurs when familiar concepts are related to new

experiences, and similarities between relatively

different situations are discovered." Analogies are

often used by teachers from preschool through college

levels as they attempt to clarify difficult concepts

for students. For example, for a first grade nutrition

lesson, a teacher might make the analogy that children

need food just as cars need gasoline.

In a study conducted by Neppold, Erskine, and

Freed (1988), the researchers examined children ages 5

and 11 as to their ability to reason by analogy.

Verbal and perceptual analogy problems, in the form of

A is to B as C is to D, were studied. According to

:-iff.:3
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Lorge, as cited by Neppold, Erskine, and Freed (1988),

research has shown that competence in verbal analogical

reasoning is related to competence in perceptual

analogical reasoning and competence in both areas is

related to intelligence and academic achievement.

Feuerstein, as cited by Neppold, Erskine, and Freed

(1988), added that the ability to solve analogy

problems continued to develop throughout childhood and

adolescence as speed and accuracy improve and

systematic strategies develop.

This study consisted of listening to a story

involving the transfer of objects from one location to

another. In the story, a genie wanted to move his

jewels from one bottle to another quite a distance

apart. To accomplish this, he rolled his magic carpet

into a tube and used it as a tunnel to transfer the

jewels from one bottle to the other. The students were

to solve an analogous task of moving gumballs from one

bowl to another bowl that was out of reach. Results

revealed that when cognitive and linguistic demands are

lowered, children as young as five can perform

analogous tasks successfully (Neppold, Erskine, and

Freed, 1988).

r.
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Gentner, as cited by Neppold, Erskine, and Freed

(1988), also demonstrated that children ages four to

seven were able to reason by analogy when age

appropriate activities were employed. In Gentner's

study, a task was presented that required the child to

determine what parts of a tree would be analogous to

parts of the body. Results indicated that even

fouryearolds performed the task as well as a control

group of adults.

In similar studies conducted by Crisafi and Brown

(1986), the learning and transfer abilitis of two to

fouryearold children were examined on task s. that

required_them to Combine. two separaely learned

solutions to reach a goal. The children were taught to

find a penny in a piggy bank and insert the coin in a

gumball machine to receive a gumball. They were then

shown a milk container filled with coins and a

specially designed truck that dumped candy when a coin

was inserted. The children were asked to produce a

piece of candy without any instruction of how to

accomplish the task. A similar experiment was then

conducted as the children were to obtain candy from a

40
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three panel plastic box by opening an opaque drawer

with a key located unchlr the middle panel.

Results revealed that young children are capable

of combining two separately learned pieces of

information to reach a goal -hen the task is familiar

(Crisafi and Brown, 1986). According to CampiJne, as

cited by Crisafi and Brown (1986), in crder to transfer

a learned solution from one task to another that has

different surface features but underlying similarities

the students must apply the relations between the two

analogous situations. It was found that these children

did notice the similarity of analogous tasks that

differed on the suzface but.silared the same streragies
_

dnd, thus, were able to solve the problem.

Peer Tutoring

Another strategy to encourage students to work at

at, optimal level :'s the use of peer tutors. Tutoring

programs, offered in many schools today, differ in an

important way from yesterday's tutorial programs. In

most modern programs, children are tutored by peers or

paraprofessionals rather than by regular school

teachers (Cohen, Kulik, and Kulik, 1982). Research

investigations, conducted by the authors, measuroi the

41
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of tutoring programs on the students who

received tutoring and on the students who se;:ved as

tutors. In analyzing, 45 of 52 student achievement

studies, results revealed higher examination

performance of students tutored by peers as compared to

students in a conventional class. Tutored students

also developed positive attitudes toward the subject

matter taught. In 33 of 38 studies investigating the

effects on tutors, it was found that students who

served as tutors performed better than control students

on examinations in the subject being taught. The

attitudes toward subject matter was also more positive

among those serving as tutors (Cohen, Kulik, and Kulik,

1982).

According to Cohen, Kulik, and Kulik (1982);

Ellson, Rosenshine, and Furst, concluded that tutoring

programs can col ribute to the academic growth of

students who receive the tutoring and students who

provide the tutoring as well. The most effective

tutoring includes the following features: (a) a highly

structured program; (b) instruction in basic content

and skills (grades 1-3); and (c) a program of short

duration (a few weeks) (Bennett, 1986). "The message

42
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from the educational literature on tutoring seems clear

enough; these programs have definite and positive

effects on academic performance and attitudes of the

tutors and tutees" (Cohen, Kulik, and Kulik, 1982;244).

Precision Teaching

As imperative as it is for educators to

continuously seek innovative strategy interventions to

teach young students, it is equally essential that they

have a way to monitor student progression and evaluate

the effectiveness of their instructional endeavors.

Precision Teaching is such a monitoring system that

measures student progress. It is a direct, continuous
-

measure of performance in specific skill areas.

Precision Teaching uses rate or frequency as a unit of

measure. The number of correct and incorrect responses

for a specific time 1),!riod is measured. The proficient

or fluent student does tasks not only correctly but

within set time limits (Hefferin, 1983).

According to Patrick McGreevy, cited by Hefferin

(1983), a behavior that is either academic or social is

selected by a teacher as a target of change. In order

to change a behavior, tile teacher must be able to count

it. The behavior must be observable, repeatable, and

43
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have a beginning and end (Hefferin, 1983). For

example, "writing subtraction facts" can be observed,

repeated, and has a start and an end.

Aft.2r a behavior has been chosen, the counting

period is decided upon. The unit of measure used in

Precision Teaching is frequency per minute (the number

of behaviors occurring during a specified time period)

(Hefferin, 1983). One-minute samples are usually the

counting period 'or most academic behaviors.

Each day, the classroom teacher takes a one-minute

timed sample of each student's performance in

particular skill areas. The data is then plotted on a

logarithmic r_hart. The number of responses that are to

be accelerated (often Cle number correct) are

represented as dots on the chart. The responses that

are to be decelerated (often the number of errors) are

represented as X's. Charting serves several important

functions. It provides the student with a visual

picture of his/her performance, encourages competition

with oneself (is self-motivating), and allows the

teacher to make instructional decisions based on data

collected. These daily decisions involve changes in

44
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methods, materials, schedules of reinforcement and/or

consequences (Appendix Ct83).

"Practices, fluency building, and instructional

decisions based on dirlct, continuous data form the

foundation of Precision Teaching" (Hefferin, 1983:7).

Precision Teaching provides useful information which

can help teachers and students get the most benefit out

of 1 school day.

his researcher conducted an extensive review of

the literature on .;ogriLive theory and development.

This review led to strategy interventions targeted to

improve young learners' abilities to think abstractly.

Instructional strategies designed to facilitate

thinking skills, questioning techniques, inferential

thought, and analogical reasoning were investigated.

Student achievement was documented by the use of

Precision Teaching.
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Method

Whimbey, as cited by Worsham in Developing Minds

(Costa, 1985), claimed that studies indicate that a

student's ability to think more effectively can be

improved through direct instruction. Whimbey's

research indicated that if students are taught basic

thinking skills and given practice in using them, then

overall ability to think .and solve problems will

improve (Costa, 1985). This practicum involved

instructional emphasis on developing thinking skills.

General Interventions

This instructor met with the four targeted

students in first and second grades for a period of

seven weeks. The students received instruction five

days a week. Class periods were comprised cf teacher

instruction using demonstrations and modeling, class

discussion, games, manipulative learnine, and skills

practice activity sheets. One of the above-mentioned

formats was used on a daily basis.
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Various strategies were utilized during the

implementation period. These techniques facilitated

student understanding oi inferential and analogical

thinking. Teaching methods included peer tutoring,

modeling and verbal rehearsal, metacognition,

prompting, using appropriate cognitive language, and

directly iavolving students in the learning process.

Peer Tutors

Peer tutors were used to further clarify

instruction, to demonstrate procedure, and/or to check

other student's work. At times, the language of

children communicates intent more effectively than that

of the teacher. Peers also served as models to show

how to follow procedure. The teacher encouraged

students to work out sample problems for each other

serving as a guide for further independent seat work.

Peers were also asked to check each other's work using

answer keys and 1., provide feedback regarding correct

and incorrect responses. If responses were incorrect,

students were encouraged to state why a different

response would have been more appropriate.

47
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Metacognition

Along the same lines as verbal rehearsal and

modeling, the students were encouraged to describe

their own thought processes. They were told to "think

about thinking." Students learned to "talk their way

through" problem solving to realize which strategies

they used. For example, given the problem of

transferring marbles from one bowl to another, without

the use of fingers, students were to think through a

strategy to solve the problem, and then ,:ompare their

solutions.

Prompting

It was often necessary to prompt student responses

for either clarification or expansion of ideas. At the

beginning of the implementation period, the "I don't

know" syndrome was rampant. Prompting questions such

as, "What else might have happened?" or "What if . . ."

increased student response time. Peers often prompted

each other by providing clues to solve problems. For

example, a student might say, "You do this when you are

hungry," when seeking the word "eat."
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Appropriate Cognitive Language

The students were trained to use reasoning skills

by learning the correct cognitive language to solve

problems. For example; if a task demanded that the

students compare objects, the teacher would say, "Let's

compare these objects," not "Let's look at these

objects." The students learned to internalize the

labels given to concepts such as compare, contrast,

analyze, describe, and relate. Providing appropriate

labels for cognitive concepts enabled the students to

respond more specifically and accurately.

Direct Student Involvement

The students were invcolved in manipulative

learning whenever possible by physically experimenting

with objects and discovering solution strategies. For

example, when deciding whether words were tangible or

intangible, the students were instructed to physically

place items such as a "pencil," "toy car," and "fun

int," boxes. Students were not just told the right

answer; instead, they were to analyze the problem by

direct involvement.

a
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Strategies That Developed Inferential Thinking

The following strategies were used during

implementation of this practicum to develop the

targeted students' inferential thinking skills:

1. The students learned the key words that

elicited inferential thinking. The teacher and

students brainstormed descriptors at the chalkboard

that dealt with higher level thinking skills. The

following words were selected: solve, what else,

apply, choose, describe, explain, compare, contrast,

use your own words, and what if. The teacher modeled

example sentences containing each one of the

descriptors. The students then thought of additional

sentences as they participated in a group discussion.

The same procedure was followed to identify literal

thinking descriptors, such as who, what, where, when,

define, state, tell, etc. The students then wrote each

descriptor on a separate index card. The words were

color-coded for inferential and literal terms. The

colors were arbitrary; the students chose their own

colors. They made a "key card" for the two types of

terms that matched the color of the descriptor words

(Appendix D:86). The students then manipulated the
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cards by matching the words to the correct key card

type using the color-coded prompts. Eventually, this

prompt was removed, the students matched words to the

key cards, and self-checked their responses on the back

of the key card where all the descriptors were listed.

2. When reading short stories where information

was inferred, the students identified key (clue) words

that facilitated solving the problem. The students

circled the key words that were relevant to responding

to the question. For example, to identify a specific

animal, the students circled all the descriptors that

might help to name that animal. The students were

asked to hypothesize possible answers. A story might

tell about an animal with .spots. IL may state that the

animal eats leaves, has a large tongue, long legs,

small ears, a long neck, and can run fast. By using

self-questioning strategies (formulacing yes/no

questions; i.e., Is a giraffe an animal? Does a

giraffe have a long neck? Does it eat leaves? Can it

reach the top of a tree?), the students concluded that

the znimal must be a "giraffe." The students were

provided with little magnifying glasses (found in

51
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cereal boxes) as they were encouraged to "play

detective" and look for clue words

3. The teacher sequenced the difficulty level of

material read by students. First, activities were

presented so that the students were able to preview a

question prior to reading the passage. The students

then responded to a multiple-choice question format.

Second, material was preslnted but the students were

not allowed to preview the question before reading the

selection; however, they still responded to a

multiple-choice format. Third, the students were again

given permission to peruse the question before reading

the story, but at this level, they responded to a short
: -
answer question (without the benefit of the multi-

choice prompt). Last, at the most difficult level, the

students read the selection and responded to a short

answer question seen only after reading the selection.

4. The students wcre involved in logical and

analytical thinking as they worked on activities

dealing with absurdities. Absurdities included phrases

(i.e., hot ice) and sentences (i.e., Mom swept the

floor with a spoon). The students explained why the

phrase or sentence was absurd. This was a daily
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motivational activity that the students engaged in at

the onset of each session. The students began to

"think" as group discussions led them to decide why the

sentences were absurd. The students drew pictures of

the absurd scenes, followed by sensible versions of the

same scenarios (Appendix E:88).

5. A similar strategy to number four, involved

the use of activity sheets to infer whether information

was real or make-believe. The level of difficulty was

sequenced from easy to hard by practicing with

pictures, then phrases, followed by sentences (Appendix

F:91). The students drew pictures of only the

make-believe statements. Participating in a group

discussion, students explained why the make-believe

sentences were not realistic.

The students were also engaged in manipulative

learning to improve inferential thinking by using the

following strategies:

6. The students were presented with brightly

covered gift boxes. They were given index cards with

words printed on them. The following scenario was then

d-,scribed. "You are going to your best friend's

birthday party. You are to "wrap" the presents you

5 3
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would be able to physically give a friend. If the gift

cannot be wrapped, you are to explain why." For

example, words such as stuffed animal, drum, love,

necklace, friendship, laughter, cars, fun, books,

pencils, and happiness were provided. The students

deposited the word card in the gift box if the

descriptor could be "wrapped."

7. Each of the four students was given a pattern

of a large hand. They cut out a hand of their own from

construction paper. The group brainstormed words and

wrote them on index cards. They exchanged word piles

with each other and sorted the word card to the hand if

it was a descriptor of something that could be touched.

All of the students had the opportunity to play with

each other's words. Each student who made his/her own

set of words checkel to see ii ie peers '-cid placed

them in the appropriate category. If a response was

incorrect, the student had to re-think the strategy,

aloud.

8. Students drew pictures of concepts that were

difficult to describe, visually. The students closed

their eyes and defined the concept by visualizing it in

the context of a situation. This sit-ation had to be

4
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relevant to them to give the concept meaning. The

students were then able to draw the diffic%It concept

from their own frame of reference. For example,

student IV depicted the concept of love by drawing his

mother hugging him (Appendix F:91).

9. Solving riddles required the students to infer

me,aing The teacher asked the riddles and the

students responded. They provided a rationale for the-

selection of their r---,onse. Some riddles contained

irrelevant information, or information that was too

gen,ral. The students indicated which information

served as clues, which did not, and why. As the

students became more proficient in solving riddles,

they made up their own and tried them out on each other

(Appendix 0:99). At the end of the seven-week

experience, the student-generated riddles were compiled

into a book entitled, Our Riddle Book.

10. Games were designed by this writer to

reinforce inferential thinking. They were played in

teams and encouraged pro'alem solving. One such game

was entitled "Emergencies." An example sLsnario is as

follows: "You are home alone. You see smoke coming

from your neighbor's kitchen. What do you think is

i'....)c)
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happening? What can you do about the situation?" The

students on one team decided on a solution strategy and

shared it with the group. The other team either

accepted the solution strategy or challenged their

response. If the response was challenged by a team,

they provided their own solution trategy.

The ten strategy interventions described above

facilitated the students' abilities to use reasoning

skills. By providing instruction through modeling,

demonstrations, metacognitive strategies, and practice

through group interaction, manipulatives, :awing and

game playing, the students learned how to reason.

Inferential thought..was-deyeloping.

Strategies That Developed Analogical Reasoning

To develop analogical reasoning, the students

progressed from activities dealing with classification,

to comparisons, to determining relationship types.

Strategies included working with manipulatives, peer

groups, discussion, and teacher prompting and

demonstration. Discovery learning was critical to the

development of this type of reasoning. The

activities were used to develop analogical reasoning:
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1. The students were given manipulative cutouts

to represent noun concepts. Each student was given a

child (with the word "person" written on it), a house

(with the word "place" written on it), and a ball (with

the word "thing" written on it). The students took

turns matching words or phrases to the correct stimulus

picture. The explained why the word or phrase

belonged with the noun concept they selected. The

students were then asked for a onesent2nce definition

that specified how all the common nouns (under one

concept) were alike and how they were different. Each

student then added several words of their own for each

noun concept (Appendix H.101).

2. The students learned to categorize objects

according to texture, size, and function. They were

given a bag filled with objects, such as a paper

clip, rubber heart, stapler, an eraser shaped as a

heart, a rubber band, a hair clin, a comb, a book,

paper, a glass, a pencil grip, a box, peanuts, a

rock, a feather, crayons, a stuffed animal, etc.

The students decided in which class the item belonged.

They alsp determined whether or not the object could

belong in more than one class. To add to this
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exercise, each student had to find one other object in

the classroom that belonged in two of the three

classes.

3. In keeping with the above strategy, the group

of students was given four objects. They had to

classify the objects, determine which item did not

belong, and reclassify it. For example, sandpaper, an

emery board, a scouring pad, and a feather.

4. Another strategy to encourage the students to

practice categorization and class inclusion involved

manipulations. The children went "fishing" for words.

Ten "Mama" fish were set out on a table. These fish

represented different categories, such as loud things,

red things, round things, crunchy things, rubber

things, hot things, soft things, etc. The "baby" fish

(50 in all) each had a word written on it which placed

it in particular categories. (Each fish could be

placed in several classes.) For example, fire engine

could be placed under loud things or red things. The

50 fish were laid out on the floor with a paper clip on

each one. The fishing pole was made from a piece of

wood, with a string hanging from it, and a magnet at

the end serving as bait ( ppendix 1:103).
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5. The teacher read the students a story with a

problem that had to be solved. After hearing the

story, the students were provided with a comparable

situation to see if they could apply an analogous

strategy to a similar set of circumstances. The

students were read a story about a genie who had to

transfer jewels from a treasure chest to his magic

bottle without anyone knowing he possessed the jewels.

He decided to use his magic carpet and roll it up as a

tube shooting his jewels through from the chest to his

bottle. The students were given a bowl filled with

gumballs. They were told that the gumballs had to be

moved to a second bowl across the table, but.they could

not use their hands to carry the gumballs. They were

given the following materials: paper, scissors, and

rubber bands. At a more advanced level, they were told

a story about Snoopy and Woodstock. Woodstock had

built a nest on top of Snoppy's doghouse where Snoopy

enjoyed sleeping. He was angry because he could no

longer sleep on his doghouse. So, Woodstock, being a

loyal friend, decided to build another nest in a tree.

There was a problem. How could Woodstock transfer the

eggs from one nest to another? The students were

.19
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divided into teams. Each team was given two paper

nests. In one nest, there were six marbles. The teams

had to find a strategy solution to transfer the

delicate eggs (marbles) from one nest to the other,

without the use of fingers. They were given the

following materials: a spoon, paper, tape, scissors,

paper clips, rubber bands, and string. Once the

marbles had been transferred, the teams explained their

own strategy interventions to each other.

6. The students drew a tree and a body. They

were instructed to draw tree parts that were analogous

to body parts. The students then analyzed each other's

trees to account for its parts. They labeled the.:tree
4..,

parts with the analogous body parts (Appendix J:105).

7. The students learned to chart items of similar

features, function, or attributes. The teacher

provided stimulus words that the students were to chart

according to the above criteria. For example,

buildings - school, house, office; and food - fruit,

meat, and desserts.. As the students became more

proficient at this task, they were able to think of

their own words to chart, followed by thinking of words

for their peers to chart (Appendix F:91).

60
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8. In a similar lesson, presented as a group

activity, the teacher set up a situation where the

students brainstormed as many appropriate responses as

they could. For example, Jerry's job is to collect

garden tools. Name some tools. Barbara wants to buy a

soft toy for her baby sister. What are several toys

she could buy? Another similar activity explcred

relationships in terms of both likeness and difference.

Students told how similar items were alike, yet

different (i.e., jacket/shirt, apple/carrot). After

being presented with several of these relationships,

the students were to generate their own analogous

relations and determine the differences (Appendix F:91)._

9. The students were given a grocery bag of

various boxes and bags of food items of assorted

weight, shapes, and sizes. The students grouped the

items homogeneously and stacked the grocery items on

shelves in a way that made sense. The students had to

give reasons why they sorted the grocerie3 as they did

(i.e., cold items, paper products, dairy products,

etc.).

10. The teacher designed a game of basic

analogies. The gameboard consisted of 20 incomplete

61
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analogies in boxes. Game cards contained clue words.

The students selected a word card and placed it in the

box that completed the analogy. Each word card had a

part of a panda bear drawn on it. If the word cards

were placed on the norrect analogy box, the panda bear

picture was complete.

The ten strategies previously discussed heightened

the learners' awareness of analogical reasoning. Many

of the activities presented to the students served as

prerequisites to solving analogies. Manipulative

training enabled the students to apply their newly

acquired reasoning skills.

Precision Teaching

Just as content is tested, thinking skills should

be tested. Students must demonstrate the ability to

apply skills taught. Precision Teaching, as a

measurement tool, enables the students to do so.

Each day, after instruction or practice exercises,

the four students were administered probes (skill

sheets) to measure their progress (Appendix K:107).

A oneminute, daily, timed sample of their performance

was measured. This is called a timing. The students'

probes were individualized so that they were able to

62
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work at their own cognitive levels. For example, C'e

inferencing probe was on an 4 level for Student IV, a B

level for Students I and III, and a C level for Student

II. The students were aware of the criteria for

mastery (number correct needed to pass the skill), and

each day they attempted to reach successive

approximations of their vpls. This was accomplished

by the teacher marking a red star on each of the

student's probes so they could visualize their goal

(aim) for the day. The placement of the aim star was

determined by projecting 30 percent improvement in

skill developmen4- each week. This enabled the students

to work at their own pace.
. -..

After the timings of analogies and inferences, the

students checked their responses using answer keys.

They counted the total number of correct responses and

total number of errors and plotted this data on their

logarithmic charts (Appendix C:83). Every student had

two charts - one for the results of their efforts with

analogies and one for inferences. Each day the

students connected their dots (correct responses) and

x's (errors) to reveal a visual display of their

efforts. A successful learning picture depicted dots

63
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accelerating on the graph, and errors decelerating on

the graph. Raw data scores were placed in the data

boxes to the right of the graph.

The students' charts and probes were kept in their

individual assigned folders. They were responsible for

preparing themselves for their timings after the

practice activities were completed. Preparing

themselves included: having a sharpened pencil, charts

placed on the right-hand corner of their desks, and

probes out in front of them with their aim star

located.

Mentor Inservice Training

The writer iie-ehted "the students various learning

opportunities to increase the ability to use reasoning

skills. Instructional strategies were selected based

on research investigatioh and through mentor inservice

training. The inservice training sessions were

developed by a mentor to facilitate this writer's

knowledge of strategy interventions at the cognitive

level.

The writer and mentor met to discuss the needs of

the implementation phase. The writer shared her study

topic with the mentor, indicated strategies she wanted

4
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to learn, and a master plan of action was formulated by

both participants. The mentor and this researcher met

weekly, for six consecutive, 30-45 minute sessions.

Inservice training sessions included the following

topics: (a) Jean Piaget's Cognitive Stages of Growth,

(b) Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive Development,

(c) levels of thinking skills, (d) questioning

techniques, (e) abstract reasoning, (f) analogical

reasoning, (g) the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children - Revised (WISC-R), and (h) manipulative

training with the young learner. The sessions were

designed as lecture followed by discussion. The

writer's participation was mandatory. For example,

following a lecture on Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive

Development, the writer was to cite an example of a

skill taught at various levels. The results of each

week's strategy interventions with the target

population were shared with the mentor.

The writer's increase in knowledge of theory and

application was measured by pre and posttest scores

(Appendix B:78). The posttest was administered at the

culmination of the practicum implementation. The

inservice sessions, along with review of the

e5
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literature, provided a valuable framework of

theoretical knowledge and innovative strategy

interventions.

Strategy interventions provided by the teacher, in

combination with inservice training provided by a

mentor, served to help the students to use higher-level

thinking skills. Precision Teaching measured the

targeted students' skill development in inferential

thinking and analogical reasoning.

-

£6
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CHAPTER IV

Results

The practicum implementation proved to be very

effective. The objectives were successfully met. The

students all reached their mastery level criteria as

indicated by Tables VVIII (Appendix A:74). The four

targeted students mastered reading groups of words and

circling the correct analogy from a choice of three at

a rate of 12-15 per minute. Three of the four students

mastered the next level of reading groups of words and

supplying wcrds to complete analogies at a rate of

10-14 per minute. All of the students were able to

-
correctly i'dentify five inferential statements per

minute after reading five paragraphs. The four

targeted students were also able to respond, verbally,

to 5-7 inferential questions after listening to a short

story.

Student I

Student I, a second grader, was able to master

three separate lists of marking words from a multiple

choice format to complete analogies. She was able to

60
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progress to the next level of writing her own

analogies, mastering one list. Student I moved through

four units of inferential thinking at the B level. She

was also able to respond accurately to inferential

questions from five different stories.

Student II

Student II, a second grader, reached a mastery

level of three separate lists of marking multiple-

choice answers to complete analogies. She mastered one

additional list as she progressed to the next level of

writing her own analogies. Student II moved through

three -nits of inferential thinking at a C level. She

accurately answered inferential questions from seven

different stories.

Student III

Student III, a second grader, responded to two

separate lists of circling multiple-choice answers to

complete analogies at a nastery level. He was able to

progress to the next level of writing his own

analogies, mastering one list. Student III passed four

units of inferential thinking at the B level. He also
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responded accurately to inferential questions from five

stories.

Student TV

Student IV, a first grader, was able to master two

separate lists of circling words from a multiple-choice

format to complete analogies. He moved through six

units of inferential ,:hinking at the A level. He was

able to accurately lespond to inferential questions

from four different stories.

Discussion

Strategy Interventions - There were many effective

strategy interventions that increas.0 the students'

reasoning abilities. They were initiated by teachers,
:2.

peers, and the students themselves. One of the

positive aspects of the training was observing the

students utilizing learned strategies on their own.

Peer Tutors - Students who assisted ot%er students

aided in further clarification of instruction and

served to demonstrate procedure. Peers contributed by

checking each other's work and providing one another

with feedback. Peers served as models demonstrating

"how" to perform specific tasks.

69
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Verbal Rehearsal and Metaco nition - These

strategies enabled the learners to "see" and understand

the thinking process required to solve problems. They

were taught to "think about thinking," and to verbally

rehearse their strategies of choice to decide if they

were reasonable.

Using Cognitive Language - The students learned to

internalize the labels given to cognitive concepts.

They were more accurate and specific in their responses

when they were trained with correct cognitive languag,.

It was just as simple (and less complicated) to teach

the children the proper cognitive language, than Lo

teach t em alternate definitions.

Direct Student Involvement - The primary level

student: benefited from direct experimentation using

manipulatives. As t_oy experimented physically with

objects, they were able to discover solution

strategies. Students were able to analyze problems

through direct involvement which indicated that this

approach was developmentally appropriate.

Effective Strategies for inferential Thinking

Key word training enabled the student to select

relevant information pertaining to inferential

70
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questions. Looking for clue words facilitated the

reader's understanding of pertinent material.

Activities dealing with absurdities focused the

students' attention on utilizing analytical thinking.

They were responsible for providing proof for logical

reasoning. Explaining "why" sentences were absurd

served to heighten the students' awareness of critical

thinking. Manipulative learning enabled them to

experiment with reason through trial-and-error.

Drawing pictures helped the students to make sense of

abstract concepts by visualizing them in the context of

a familiar situation. Solving riddles was a fun,

s to infer meaning.challenging method for student.
... _.._

Games served to motivate students to perform at maximum

levels.

Effective Strategies for Analogical Reasoning

Manipulative learning used with classification

helped the students to visualize likeness and

difference of objects. They learned to categorize

items according to size, function, orientation, etc.

Discovery learning within this framework set the stage

r.or analogous reasoning. Hearing stories of

situational dilemmas involving solution strategies
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enabled the students to apply the strategies to

analogous problem tasks of their own. Group activities

enabled the students to brainstorm appropriate

responses to solve problems. The giving and sharing of

ideas led to productive solutions. Once again, games

motivated students to succeed. Team playing irstilled

a healthy sense of competition on the part of the

learners.

Precision Teaching was an effective tool to

measure students' growth in inferential thinking and

analogical reasoning. Charting daily performances wc,s

of benefit to the teacher for the following reasons:

(a) the graphs provided a visual presentation of

progress so instructional decisions could be made: (b)

since student performance was monitored daily, it

provided immediate feedback of responses; and (c)

charting aided in record-keeping. Graphing was of

benefit to the students, as well, for the following

reasons: (a) it provided the students with a learning

picture of growth; (b) charting served as a motivator -

students were excited to plot results; (c) it

programmed the students for success and limited

frustration, since immediate changes were made by

2
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observing the charts; and (d) students developed a

sense of responsibility for their own learning and

independence as they selfcharted.

Mentor Inservice Traininp,

The effectiveness of the inservice training was

documented by the results of a pre and posttest. A 50

percent increase in pre/posttest scores was expected.

The writer scored a 58 on the pretest and 100 on the

posttest noting a 72 percent increase in scores. The

cognitive theory and application presented was useful

in developing strategy interventions with the students.

The targeted population of first and second

greders was deficient in reasoning skills. Based on

review of the literature in conjunction with strategy

training and inservice lectures, the students improved

their basic thinking skills. Documented by Precision

Teaching, it was evident that inferential and

analogical reasoning skills were augmented.



CHAPTER V

Recommendations

Although the program objectives were successfully

met, the following recommendations are made tt, further

enhance the students' abilities to use reasoning

skills:

The students should spend more time learning about

nine relationship types that comprise analogies. It

would have been less difficult for the students to

figure out the relationships to complete analogies if

they were first aware of the various types. The

students should also be encouraged to invent their own

analogies. They would have done so had-the

implementation period been longer, enabling the

learners to reach this advanced thinking level of

cognitive development.

The students should also continue to focus on

reasoning skills in their regular classroom settings.

This instruction may be provided through the regular

educational curriculum. The ability to reason is an

essential part of any reading or math curriculum.

Reading comprehension and math problem solving require

6 7
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students to think critically, analytjcally, and to

reason. The instruction may also be provided through c'

specific thinking skills program. Local counties are

currently field testing pilot programs to become a part

of the elementary school curricula.

The following recommendations are made for

individual students: Student I must be provided with

activities to improve her shortterm memory. It was

often difficult for her to remember story details to

enable her to draw conclusions and make inferences.

Student III must practice following multistep

directions to facilitate his efforts to seek strategy

solutions to problems. Student IV must continue to

build basic word attack skills. He had the cognitive

ability to respond to inferential questions at more

advanced levels, but his reading skills were not

proficient enough for him to function independently at

these levels. Material was often read aloud to this

student.

Mentor Inservice Traininp,

The inservice training enabled the writer to apply

newly acquired information with tbe students. It is

recommended that the mentor observe strategy

r-r
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interventions implemented in the classroom. Feedback

regarding the effectiveness of these interventions may

then be provided. Discussions can be directly related

to the relevancy of instruction in the classroom.

This writer holds a supervisory position training

graduate degree education students (teachers) to

utilize instructional methods in the classroom. The

newly acquired strategy interventions to improve

abstract reasoning ability will be shared with these

teachers as part of their inservice training. In so

doing, these methods will permeate a wider population

of regular classroom instruction.

Based on the analysis of previous test scores and
..

the researcher's baseline data collection, it was

determined that the targeted population of first and

second graders was deficient in reasoning skills.

Instructional strategies designed to facilitate

inferential thinking and analogical reasoning were

successfully implemented. Student objectives were

mastered as measured by Precision Teaching. Inservice

training served to augment the writer's knowledge of

cognitive theory and its application in the classroom.
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Appendix A

Baseline Data Scores

TABLE I

Skill: See words - think relationship - circle analogy

Criteria Baseline Data
Student for Mastery Corrects Errors

I 12-15 3 2
II 12-15 o 5
III 12-15 5 5
IV 12-15 1 4

TABLE II

Skill: See words - think relationship - write analogy

Criteria Baseline Data
Student for Mastery Corrects Errors

I 10-14 5 3
II 10-14 6 1

III 10-14 3 2

TABLE III

Skill: See paragraph - circle inferential statement

Criteria Baseline Data
Student Level for Mastery Corrects Errors

I B 4 0 1

II C 5 3 3
III B 4 1 2
IV A 4 0 0

E 2
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TABLE IV

Skill: Hear story - answe- inferential questioos

Studen:
Criteria

for master/

I 5-7
II 5-7
III 5-7
TV 5-7

Baseline Data
Corrects Errors

1 1

2 2

1 2

o 2

Data Scores: Results of Interventions

TABLE V

Skill: See words - think relationship - circle analogy

Criteria
Student for Mastery

Performance
-Beginning Ending

Corrects/Errors Corrects/Errors

I 12-15 3/2 12/0
II 12-15 0/5 15/0
III 12-15 5/5 15/0
IV 12-15 1/4 12/0

TABLE VI

Skill: See words - think relationship - write analogy

Criteria
Student for Mastery

Performance
Beginning Ending

Corrects/Errors Corrects/Errors

I 10-14 5/3 11/2
II 10-14 6/1 14/0
III '0-14 3/2 13/1
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Appendix A

TABLE VII

SH.11:

Student

See paragraph - circle inferential statement

r:riteria Performance
for Beginning Ending

Level Mastery Corrects/Errors Corrects/Errors

I B 4 0/1 4/0
II C 5 3/3 5/0
III B 4 1/2 4/0
IV A 4 0/0 4/0

TABLE VIII

Skill: Hear story - answer inferential questions

Performance
Criteria Beginning Ending

Student for Mastery Corrects/Errors Corrects/Errors
'
...-

I 5-7 1/1 8/1
II 5-7 2/2 9/0
III 5-7 1/2 0/0
IV 5-7 0/2 5/0
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Pretest and Posttest

NAML 2E2j4_C., 2xguna__Sj3
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POSTIEST

COGNITIVE THEORY AND STRATEGIES

27 /10 1. What is Bloom's Taxonomy? For what purpose is it used?
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RAW SCORE: 61

PERCENTAGE: 5e
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9 /15
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the stages of cognitive devel pment of Bloom's Taxonomy. rovide 812. Name

erample of a skill taught At each level.
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lo 3. Descrebe tni fojr levels of thirking skills and provide a sarple question

rela:ed t: Tach level.
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4. Describe the step-by-step procedure for teaching thinking skills. Relate

each step to instruction Gf a specific skill.

1.4v4z icrt
2 oz.ik Joiree*.e.

3 0.-",-1-4`-vr141411 .

....u+vraten

3 /5 5. Define the term " ogy".
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6. List several types of analogies.
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3 /5 7. What are the characterlstics of good questioning techniques?
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S. List several do's and don'ts of questioning strategies.

8 0

'matt ..LuAt ciedA (la .1,0m6QcncL at o. WI on V-44.11-dr da).Q

_Au.z6io ,t4ertk C,1-9z..1.7\45,4
g /10 9. Name the stages of Piaget's cognitive dfat4Ment and describe

characteristics of each stage.
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3 /5 10. Why is teaching the concept of classification an important pre-requisite
to sbstract reaso-ing?

.44ifil PMLIZA ..eezWrI ./.1\ua ia.ingzaz/
igel"-kb, da-bb -11,14o4
...adubt;rn mat., ruz4zer,

,e /5 11. According :: the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised,
which subtests can be correlated to reasoning ability? Why?
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3 / 5

3 /5

12. List six key "question words" that vill elicit higher level thinking
responses from students.

AA 46 '
con/A,

13. What are the advantages of teaching skills to young children using
manipulatives?
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;
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RAW SCORE: loo

PERCENTAGE:jell

f$ /10 1.

15 /15 2.

/0/10 3.

PREI(OSTTE;)

COGNITIVE THEORY AND STRATEGIES

What is Bloom's Taxonomy? For what purpose is it used?

gtx.to V.. .1,10A.K.oto

474,96,,,,°.4644,411.,11,,,titrai,ajul_e.,41.44:MttitsL4fAv
Name the stages of cognitive development of Bloom's TaxonAy. Provid4 an
example of a skill tau ht at each level.

4(4\0-11111t. Coau4-kkort dakxtdpAvAC.Alts.6.
Cer+Avrtiton - cer+.0mtica4441:1CALINcl tr.t4miin4 4.12A-35L4.±4;n41/4

al444alwn-ximimot
(X44414:1) 14"ic-
5,,tneru-biz -S\At)P°6"tbLz"

Describe the four levels of thinking skills and provide a sample question
related to ea:h level.

AAA (ecruna.1.)- ..totoebt INA 4 Aolau404 ii_alvorAv.et: taus 4.0+4.kt Ao.
Smii.4alaiantal*64)- davao)pt:".4 atkAt4,,n,1,19.4z.otritu.14,8u1 ex

-c.o.i.,..t.,40ALLI`e6,14rautLet-N..ur&No.cnAutior%-,44,444&\""""
/5 /1 5 4 Describe the.

AS)A. JEAQUVA jiNe. Iltei 4.04,1 lo
'si7P3Y,:ltep pro:edure for teaching-thinkIng 1s. t a/-*1°'"-:

each step to instrucaon ora specific skill.

f-AniRUALL.

clw-bc-u.ab ..atent* asta4.1%

..6g..4545s.""4.4h 2' 44441-. 4-1A6A 446 WU" 431/1412.
'644a)."61:414ril 44A'grtext 42143" I.itifftembiAatt 1\4.. %IA --24/AALmx,I.

5 / 5 5. Define the term "analogy".
1.clita_mbreNalet4Aur3

nu 6
oz. -Dv. J.A.0.4,...qn..*.14.2.6 A.ouj

CervIpo.A.A.n.b 13,44,14UtON .5.4361.4.41.

47._ Cerv4to i..ts& .t.LMA 4414. -rw.r.
.../.:t.t&otainAtt...rmA",

A.,t.Litir14 oh AL -tecerr4 So. (0..".), litie - rumba) .

5 / 5 6. List several types of analogies.

,....Nuirv5TIOVVCINAMA.rb,C.14.U)o-mcLAZA.6r\, cznx.4;tEr.,

()Lg., tu241 triti4A.b, c1446 .1.,Der_LIA:er
9.mi _lc _4,44., .t..:Aoc-14,ik.i,,,..44, 0.,,,a ,,.,,A4A

42-+Iminot a 1.0\et,:rn .kt ornAtiNlit..
3 /5 7. What are the characteristics of good questioning techniques?

tatafrn,5 au_ elcatkii .......1.3, ...f.r.bA ,

Ztetaittrz), Zirvat WU- -LINCtultsN ...yr-Ct 1

,tii\L is evr..;?, .o..424.dint.i, -tevnig i zekLatt`i° , c'AZ -16`\r--A\

cutt mo4 c\-efu.k. .

ea 7
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List .overal do's anJ don'ts of questioning strategics.

a -.Au.. .11,4 rill:Lin 4 At. JA0t..c.24.zo tun
olioui .,Ovt..bi.u.Atfi.. ...t..s.N. id

...d.wiszrio J.:, ob.W 3441,0t,:mo (03 its.A..4 C 4)2.4 , cLak 404.8.64c.
e:e1N+5 .10 Jatntrurl.t. CltdA COnt..Z.U. oit ttAaeitb

:Ca -44dneS,Atul 0-aZ 0,\..t414.0140 retlACr \ b 4.444...
/0/10 9. Nam the sta3elegkaget's cognitive development and describe

characteristics of each stage.

itatertue^Aft. - CAMS 4r 2) 411424 .taiftat) tin& re.d.A. 4.6.11.6 A.0
4Amlwm16/(41_0..1..4$141. can.l...4,t4.0.4 /11.1041-Akao .

- (2-6)..bkrA442, ' I. 414.,i6 &ud4s ,....t.",i.,6,-,

Czypwl, 0...0.Aet
370rui ..0

n-leNtIttiljaltAtjajOa
,-uk.:1,bbu.100-4.1-5 /5

Olt) Alk.
10. Whi'is teatelfile concept of c 5551 ic [ion an lmportaat pr -requisite

reasoning?
I sac, 4)tt,telto ..tht.-Inziz÷ -bletiA, cor4 1-Lis-i-LA-''''YA -÷4"`"1

,.:k 01.34Q14 ...Vier-tw-...N2.

fitUS ,A34.1- 0- 1 ntirn.L.44) .1.41 ..i5N-1we,t .rwm.cvr.t.---
cdruntitia... Var.M.150- -3.14,6-i ..to

1. 044 An. axiimrudan, 0. .cruir4talen
NANIN-"YA:AVAID C.6Mart llstai'

575 11. Wechsler Intel igence Scale for Children - Revised,
vr.ich s:its.:s :an be correlated to reasoning ability? Why?

"gtADAitil) cit.eib ./..i.n.01 41.091.441\ 13 46 , -1-14:141 OX4 aranati ttate,I.K,A,
atteiolt.:Nk clart.exik ...c.e44.c>

Cer.)yul.unixen- sta.61,,,,i-ri ;43, lalte\u4.0,1try.zzl. -DJ.....A-4:,
N.,3vr\ti.:4- 4telem;,0t, torv-Lrstn-at.en Luvi-u-Erza,1

S /5 12. List six key "Question words" that will elicit higher level chinking
responses from students.

8 2

cor.b1A,
na,Lamb

5 15 1:s. What are the advantages of teaching skills to young children using
manipulatives?

CJAA\ .24 c41d co4 ..tasu:n-A Cars4/0 Cô.n
,'& .t&:s L c 1""4-4'.34414, j311-
1teoar,47 "rlds-ALIA, .1.TALAustio Can-, .11.4,siLmarn.i cuorsA ' 741:en 1..%

1.ziAirA

c9bur, -4/1%,
rAt.)LLer,b ; -Z16.6rtairA 043.py:,,i, ."4 63 .44"

CLIAltal Aint7U511 Jag AultNta .51,444r,

sf'444,x-i- .

flault - t,x s.k
bt.4,4

'ThtitatraloC,-30.0 CIA.Zt .J141 ,t-1,tli"" (Yr
.J.A2D4t.e. Skir alAt5-zt Atiil.crA4) z

tA.74-v'st ,)3r-1- 01( ,t
Nstm.) cvc,
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Appendix D

Key Word Match
Inferential/Literal Words

Ploich io Soss.pIt .. KercAs
Keyword quesiions

tkeyccvra)- gte en

( key wor ai)-51-ter,

87

Infer
rvecim'rn twAretacyl 6.141

rtoi ckacty sat& VIN ilkOf9

t keyetyrd) - IA u"

II I ods_ ynt vf non lisiczA5

t ke y wof as) - IAue.
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Appendix F

Activity Sheets

Ina

Write R if the thing is real.
Write M if the thing is make-believe.

Li

_ .

I

4iN

7
46.

ki\

Name

1...1(hvr Ntt

I :III
JI .M1.,

92

.0114 I) . i . .) .%,
1%, Iva! r.

I.
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4.Law.L.L.......
.... ....*..6 nt . ..., .. 4- or.,

93

Ac.1 i',1* y 5 het-*
Put an R before the things that are real. Put an M before the

things that are make-believe.
Gc06, \

_M. 1. a fairy godmother

2. a plant with thorns

3. a brown lizard

AI 4. a purple leopard

N.1 5. a hen with legs four feet long

-.1\) 6. a pencil that writes with no help

J7. a brown-and-white spotted cow

.IY_I 8. a dancing pig

9. a magic wand

i.A 10. a twenty-foot tail giant

14'.' ofghge rainCtiops

12. a cow that flies without a plane
i.

-4--13. a white rose

\ii14. a three-foot-high apple

.. 15. a chair that stays outside

Name

12

eI) 9
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.-
Ac-iv 5hce.k

Circle the picture that makes the sentence make-beli

1. Sara and Jim rode on a

2. The fence wa,:, painted by a.

3. We climbed a tree and picked

4. In the grass, I stepped on an

5. Dan and Fran slid down the

Name

11. 11 : LAC

' 1 '1'
..

100

94

13
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Circle the words
easily. Try to draw

Appendix F

that name something you cannot draw
a picture of each word you circled.

men mat
meat

doll

dog drum

Name-

101
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Name
Classification: Answering

Task 20(P): Charting Features AcAlvi+y 5he.e.-1-

Directiont,: Fill in as many answers as you can in each box. A few have been started for
you. Some answers can be placed in more than one box.

in the zco

elephant
---,

.172...P,I1-:

rnOK\

ANIMALS

in the forest

in the house

lord
Cjac,_r______

h.-,--
.p ,. _

.......),

in a nest

eep

82

J

,!..1 , F s -c
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Comparison: Answering
Task 4(P and I): Supplying Similarities AcitVI ty 5he.e..±

Directions: Finish these sentences to describe how each pair of words is alike.

Appendix F 97

Name

6 1. A hen is like a duck.

They are both Clh rei. 1 s
6

They both have aelA S
-.. They both can Wei k
4

{7_4

2. A jacket is like a shirt.

They are both RA f Tho bn
They both have rffe)
You can war

3. A Popsicle is like an ice cream cone.

They are both ____C,C)Irj

3 They can both

You can5

5

5

5

both of them.

both of them.

4. A bee is like a wasp.

They are both

They can both

They both have

'.) 5. - A desk is like a table.

? They are both

- They both have
1

1
6. An alarm clock is like a grandfather clock.

They can bath 'TT V-

They both have 5.7.3 f.J.1/) 31

7. An orange is like a lemon.

1 They are both

-1
They both have Irj.C.1.
You can

"tt

1
COpyt VII C 19e6 L.rpuoSystems Inc

1 n 3

both of them

47
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Appendix F

Comparison: Answering

sascressces r-1C-11 T yA 5 \nettTask 5(P r AU): SupplyIng _

Directions: Read about each pair of words. Think about the ways in which they aredifferent. Fill in the blanks to finish the sentences The first one is started foryou.

98
Name

1. An apple and a carrot are different. An apple is a fruit. A carrot is a

2.

3.

An apple grows on a tree. A carrot grows in the

An apple has seeds. A carrot doesn't have

A hand and a foot are different. A hand is part of an arm. A foot is part of a
IP A hand has fingers. A foot has t&C, . You

6

can wave with a hand. You can k with a foot.

A bird and a snake are different. A bird / y A snake crawls. A bird go I

tweets. A snake ...a.55,5:5=.; . A bird has feathers. A snake has
1

co

Cai

4. Summer and winter are different. Summer can be hot. Winter can be
(11

. You in the summer You ski in the
winter. You wear dipt in the summer. You wear a coat in the winter. r

5. A nest and a tank are different. A nest is in a tree. A tank is in a ia0 [

ivA. lives in a nest. A fish lives in a tank A nest is made of twigs r
F

L., r
r

A tank is made of

G ff6. A mask and boots are different. You wear a mask on your 4.1C.C.,6: You
II-i I p.wear boots on your feet. A mask can be made from P^Jcr

, Boots can
VI

be made from rubber. You wear a mask when it's ti ) `_-:-.' I flYou wear
boots when it's r r-H)

1;1

48 COWO M) Lan20.e.mon
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Student Riddles 100

P;Jciles

\kr-

1, What hops and ie) gre,r) ?

A

2. Wha-i-- numbe,rs, haor
a_nol rio teat?

A cloc_K.

Whf hD.5 »0
rusn

165





"efovi
Ci5\1

107

i $

dtiovrxci.

il'sh

!

ki.CA.

1 - A0
.P.,

108
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Appendix K

Sample Probes: Inference Levels A, B, C
Analogies Levels A, B, C

111
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Pr c 1-:e ..
Level A 1 Ince.xe.nc_e_

"We need more apples for the pie," said
Jim. "I'll run to the store and get some."

"No," said Betty. "I'll go. I can get back
sooner than you can."

Which of the following is probably true?
(A) Jim doesn't
6 Betty can run faster than Jim
(t) Betty hail very badCoTd. ,

ie

112



Appendi x K

Unit 1
c Le.,c 8

1. "My favorite room in the house is my
bedroom," said Mary. "I like to sleep late in
the morning." Father said that his favorite
room is the living room, where he car. watch
TV.

Jim said, "My favorite room is the
kitchen."

109

2. One day, Ann and her friend went camp-
ing. They went camping on a mountain. That
night they slept in a tent. The next morning
Ann said to her friend, "I should have
brought another blanket."

3. "Come into my house," said Kim. "We
can watch TV and play a game."

Bob said, "That sounds like fun, but I
won't go into the house until you tie up your
dog."

4. "Let's go fishing," said Bill. "There are a
lot of fish in the river." Frank said that he
didn't know how to fish. Bill said, "It's easy.
All you have to do is wait for the fish to
bite."



Appendix X
T T....a 1

LIU 4

Pco\D e Inc eS en Leve 13

110

1. Which of the following is probably true?

2,A) Rosa never watches TV. 44c

(B) Father likes to reud.
(C) Jim likes to eat.

2. Which of the following is probably true?

(A) Ann got cold in the tent at night.
(B) Ann's friend wanted to go home.
(C) Ann and her friend got wet in the rain.

3. Whia of the following is probably true?

(A) Bob doesn't have a pet.

1(1-3) Bob was afraid of the dog.
(C) Kim and Bob are in the same class.

4. Which of the following is probably true?

(A) Bill doesn't have a boat.
(B) Frank likes to eat fish.
(G).. Bill had been fishing before.

114
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Unit 1
Probe:. a-,-,reser\ce_. Leve.:, c.

I. Bob saw a crowd of people in the park. He went over
to see what they were looking at. In the middle of the
crowd was a woman. She was painting a picture of a
small boy. Bob looked at the picture and said, "I wish
she would paint my picture."

2. "Don't go near that tree," warned Harold. "There are
hundreds of bees in it. I can hear them buzzing from
here."

"Don't worry. I won't go near the bees," said Ron. "I
learned my lesson last summer when I visited my uncle's
farm."

3. When it stopped raining, Betty began walking home.
Soon she came to a big puddle in the middle of the side-
walk. Betty ran toward the puddle and jumped high into
the air. When she landed, Betty said, "I should have
walked around the puddle."

4. Father gave Jim money to get a haircut. On the way
to the barber, Jim lost the money. He didn't know what
to do! Then he saw his friend, Frank. Jim asked Frank to
give him a haircut. When Jim went home, his father
asked, "What happened to your hair?"

5. The zoo was going to close at five o'clock. Lynn
looked at her watch. It was almost four o'clock. "Oh,
dear," said Lynn. "The zoo is going to close in about an
hour, and I haven't seen half the animals. I think I'll come
back again tomorrow."

115 .;
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11111d 1

PCObt 14e..r. ence. LeNct Q. T F I

1. (A) No one was watching the woman
paint.

(B) The women was painting in a park. idD iLl

112

(C) Bob thought the woman was a good
artist. 0 0 0

2. (A) There were a lot of bees in the tree.

(B) Harold could hear the bees buzzing.

(C) Ron had been stung by bees at his
uncle's farm. N

3. (A) Betty landed in the puddle.

(B) It had not rained for two days.

(C) Betty was walldng home. DID 0

4. (A) Jim asked Frank for money.

(B) Jim didn't get a good haircut.

(C) Jim and Frank are friends.

T F I

O N E
13 -0 0

5. (A) The zoo closes at four o'clock.

(B) Lynn didn't have a watch.

(C) Lynn likes looking at the animals.

4 6

i

I.
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See Words_ L,
1. iciAr 0, nclio y : Probe

Lt.ve.1 A
j.(.' Big is to little as dar is to

(A) watch
((I c)
re-

113

(D) suit

i* Keep is to sleep as hold is to .

(D) told(A) whole (B) grab

Vlielp is to yelp as went is to

(A) yell (B) send (Cfcle;t CD) what

4Arow is to raise as almost is to

(t, abou (B) drop (C) cry (D) win ..

/
'f): Swim is to fish as hop is to .

(B) skip (C) walk (D) cry

117
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Prohe. .. Ano,108.y Lekk.\ /-

VItoung is to old as up is to

(A) walk t) drive (C) wall C-1.117!)

feRide is to rode as hide is to .

(A) catch (B) about (D) fmd

/ .
B Own is to have as two is to

(A) play 1 both (C) stop (D) suit

)Lainb is to sheep as Htten is to
(A) chase (B) rim (C) pet

Face is to lace as fold is to

(A) soft (B) rope , '(C) c ld (D) deer

118

114
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Ste Woca- rcAczA.loc\sl-ip nork (Irlz\

Pf \r" Levy
1. clad : son : ktr a) boy

2. Cow : : cup 4 bird

c nain

.3. anul1co . .
. . pesso

c
c.) -crui+

4 pc:1m cry : : happy sa)

b)..buv-k-

5. 1w-se : wi )5na11

vA'Ne.E:\ cos erctLar .0) Pa
penc:1.)

1 1 9

I2c_

Oe_
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Probe : 4,n0,13y Le...ye\ 6

7. pre.1#y : beau4'14u : : wide. a)

gCaTice.'

c-) narrow

8. red : color : : Mme o) Acxy
b)lue.

9. driver : cox 1: 4eaalle.c c)1-eacYles

0 homework

la -1-rte .. le..o3 :: book

b) re.ad

c) pavi

IL sun : moor) :: nornIC-n a) ) IP
1-.)

12. Wil-n3 : lDivc1 : : pe-ical --il-Ovx

6) oirilane.

c) robin

1 20
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Set ovens - -k`r);nk Lor

Pc,Ae .

Good : boa -.: :

2. Here : heos :: for :

3 Son fo-Vher acautr :

14. Col4 : noest

ccrt : anleno,1 c\t-le.rry

6 Buzz. : bee. stow\

7. Apte. : to.* :: car

8. bl'3% rins:

4. bes? erin : back

(..00'tex: 6-ink

co-a\°3\1

l. yeskr4.-Ai :4-o4ay -bt\ay : Qap
1 2. Son: Suc1 'ftr\A 6-

,504c_it.i : c\cal\crr : : puS

121


